
MAGIGLIDE
Bi-pass sliding closet door

Installation Instructions

1. Measure the door opening and trim the pre-cut metal track for an exact fit.

2. LEVEL THE TRACK before fastening. Track must be level for doors to 
operate properly. Set track at least 1/2" back from face of wall before anchoring to

       ceiling or header with suitable fasteners (supplied by others).

3. With doors lying flat, position the Adjustable Hanger Brackets to the back side of the 
       doors 1-1/4" from each edge. (2 per door panel). Lightly fasten the Hanger Bracket to
       door with (2) #8 X 5/8" Phillips - in the elongated screw slot. 
       DO NOT install Lock Screws in the outer holes at this time.

4. Hang rear door panels first. Tilt bottom of panel outward into the room and place
    Hanger Bracket Rollers into the rear Track Roller Guide. Repeat the same process
    for the front door panels, using the front Track Roller Guide.

   General Precaution: To prevent screws from stripping out of particleboard, never over-torque!

5. Position Floor Guide # 116 parallel to and directly below door panels and Top track
    Before fastening permanently to floor, check the plumb of the doors hanging from
    the tracks, when in both open and closed positions. Doors will overlap by 1/2" when 
    closed. 
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6. Align door panels for correct vertical positioning and leveling. When Door is aligned, 
       tighten the adjustment screws and install Lock Screws in the outer holes at this time
       using a #8 X 5/8" screw inserted through the remaining round hole in Bracket.

7. Mount the rubber-tipped Door Stop on the back side of the FRONT door panel,
       4" in from the door opening edge and directly above the Door Pull.
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These installation instructions are provided as a guide to
the proper installation of the MAGIGLIDE bi-pass closet door
system. Failure to follow tolerances detailed and explicit
directions for activating locking mechanisms could void
the manufacturer's warranty.
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7. Install the #2165 Track Stop on backside of track on 3 panel openings to the right of the 
       center door. On 4 panel openings attach the track stops on backside of the track in the 
       center of the opening. 
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